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On behalf of Corporate Services, Information Technology, we are
pleased to present the 2013 – 2015 IT Strategic Plan. This plan was
completed internally by IT Managers and Staff without the use of
external consultants. It is a plan that was created by the staff that
know and serve the Town of Milton.
We took a holistic approach that involved our customers at every
level. The first step was to issue an IT performance questionnaire
to Town staff to understand how well we are doing at serving our
customers. The results were overwhelmingly positive with a
greater than 92% satisfaction level. Our customers are particularly
pleased with our Help Desk and the excellent level of service that
they provide. This positive feedback was reiterated over and over
during the User Needs Assessment interviews.
The next step was to conduct a Strength, Weaknesses,
Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) analysis. The goal of the SWOT
was to look at the present to uncover our strengths and
weaknesses and look to the future to identify opportunities and
threats. The results along with the IT performance questionnaire
give us excellent feedback for our commitment of continuous
improvement. In addition, we can better anticipate future needs
along with industry trends.
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A User Needs Assessment followed the SWOT analysis. We solicited feedback from Town Councilors by
survey. We met with Senior Managers throughout the Town and asked them specific questions around their
mission, projects and how IT can help them achieve their strategic goals and objectives. The results were
compiled and Directors were asked to prioritize their needs.
The user needs were then aligned with two strategic directions: Citizen Services and Business
Transformation. These two strategic directions include both internal and external customer needs. In each
direction we formulated our IT goals and objectives based on our customers’ needs. We identified key
performance indicators for each of our goals in order to measure and monitor our progress.
Finally, IT staff worked together to develop a mission statement and a set of core values and behaviours that
form a social contract on what we mutually believe in and how we will treat each other as we move forward
as a cohesive team.
The development of this plan would not have been possible without the work and input of many of our
customers and IT staff. We are grateful for their insights, expertise and suggestions. Likewise, we are
grateful for the direction and support of our Mayor and Council, CAO and Senior Management Team all of
whom recognize the strategic value of information technology in achieving the Town’s goals and objectives.

Linda Leeds, Director of Corporate Services

Pam Ross, Senior Manager, IT
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We believe that:
The Information Technology Team participated in a
full day session to help us explore and define our
core values. We went on to identify and discuss
the behaviours that support these values as well
as the behaviours that undermine these values.
This was in an effort to develop an understanding
of how we want to work together to foster an
environment of trust and mutual respect.
There are four core values that we identified as
being fundamental to our team that support and
drive our ability to achieve and maintain our high
level of performance and quality.

Leadership – by displaying leadership
qualities as individuals and in our team,
we can set a positive example for others in
the corporation.

Integrity –

by demonstrating
consistency, honesty and truthfulness in
our words and actions, we create a work
environment based on mutual trust and
respect.

Collaboration – by sharing knowledge,
learning and building consensus, we can
work together to realize our shared goals.

Balance – through prioritizing between
our “work” and “lifestyle” we can balance
meaningful daily achievements and
enjoyment in work, health, family, friends
and self.
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To provide reliable and sustainable technology, tools and services
that enable the Town of Milton to achieve its strategic goals and
objectives in a secure and timely manner.
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IT performed an internal SWOT survey from April 18th though to May 9th to which there were 11 responses.
The IT division reviewed the areas identified in the survey results as a group and developed a team opinion
of our top strengths and weaknesses as well as what our top opportunities and threats were for the next
three years.
We then surveyed Town of Milton Staff from May 5th through May 31st to which there were 79 responses.
We solicited feedback and opinions on what they felt were our main strengths and weaknesses, as well as
what opportunities exist for improvement and what challenges they envision Information Technology will
face in the coming years.

strengths

weaknesses

opportunities

threats
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Our team consensus of the results show that experience, teamwork and customer service (including
the Help Desk) were our top strengths.
The majority of customer responses focused on our ability to provide excellent customer service,
including the Help Desk, fast response time, issue resolution and communication.
Customers identify IT staff as being “well-trained, great attitude & willingness, friendly & efficient,
knowledgeable, accessible & accommodating, responsive, fast, professional, attentive, reliable, go
above & beyond.” Our quality of individual staff members are clearly among our strengths, without
which all other aspects of our team would suffer.
Our response times, communication and quality/effectiveness of our resolutions are all highly
appreciated by Town Staff.
Combined, the results indicate that our people are our primary strength - staff, teamwork, customer
service and experience are the primary factors that contribute to make our team as successful as it
can be. We need to ensure that we continue to maximize this strength, and leverage available staff
retention tools as well as live and breathe our core values to keep and grow the quality people on our
team.
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Internally, we identified change management, budget and resources as our top weaknesses. We
identified some strengths and opportunities that we could leverage to address these weaknesses.
Weaknesses identified by our customers were more widely distributed. Internet security and email
delivery (including large file transfer) were often mentioned together, and represent our most widely
perceived ‘weakness’ or pain point. While IT security is appreciated, it appears that there is a balance
between security and functionality that our customers want to be established.
Equipment and resources appear to be a concern for staff. Aging user devices and peripherals are
not meeting their expectations for performance, reliability or convenience. Storage space for both
electronic data and email mailboxes were raised as issues to be addressed.
Our understanding and alignment with the Town’s business processes is identified as an item we
should focus on, while improved support levels or capability in some areas (CLASS, Audio Visual,
expanded after-hours support and new initiatives) are also desired. Our customers recognize that
there is likely a need for additional IT staff complement to address these concerns. Any service level
changes or resource requests would be part of the annual budget review and ultimately decided by
Council.
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The consensus top-three opportunities to be taken advantage of that we identified internally as a team
were SharePoint, self-service, and new technologies.
SharePoint – launch mPortal, train super users, engage business, address needs.
Self -service – promote self-service (awareness, marketing), make it easy and convenient,
decentralize maintenance activities such as web updates, enable/empower employees and put the
control in their hands.
New technologies – evaluate new technologies, maintain awareness and understanding of them,
and identify opportunities.
The desire for additional training is strongly voiced, as well as self-serve options for learning (including
videos), logging/tracking incidents and service requests.
There are several opportunities for integration or alignment with business needs and processes
expressed through the demand for business process reviews, with site and department meetings
requested. CLASS automation and support, theatre systems, records management, new software
selection and implementation, online services (internal and external) and even building automation
systems are identified for IT involvement or review.
Mobility, flexibility, balance and availability are identified as keys to staff satisfaction and productivity.
Staff members want to use current and mobile technologies to be able to perform their duties, at work, at
home and even in between, with consistent and reliable voice, email, Internet, application and data
access. They want to have the flexibility to use a different computing device if it is convenient and
applicable to do so. There is an expressed interest in social media as a business/communication tool.
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Of the threats identified, security threats, physical space, workload as well as external trends and
pressures were the consensus top concerns of our team over the next 3 years.
Strengths and opportunities that we can potentially leverage to mitigate or eliminate these threats are:
Security threats – employ new technologies, provide security awareness training, establish and
practice our Computer Incident Response Plan (CIRP).
Workload – utilize automation tools, self-service, project management, cross training, knowledge
management, and lobby for additional resources.
Physical space – use mobile desks/devices, including Bring Your Own Device (BYOD), change
location, work from home.
Managing change is the obvious trend in threat results, as keeping up with changes to technology and
security are mentioned often as a generalization, and specific technologies and trends such as social
media, BYOD and consumerization are occasionally referenced.
Keeping up with growth and demand are indicated as other top threats to IT, with resources and budget
constraints likely contributing factors to be addressed or overcome in order to succeed.
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A user needs assessment is a process of collecting information about expressed or implied
organizational needs. The results of the assessment are incorporated into the strategic plan as a series
of goals and objectives. This assessment was conducted by surveying Council members and performing
a series of interviews with Senior Managers and Directors. We asked the following questions:
• What is the primary mission of your department?
• What are the key projects that you currently have on the go?
• How can technology help you in achieving your mission?
The first question around mission required Managers to focus on their “reason for being.” It quickly
became clear that each department has a large and diverse portfolio. In addition to providing programs
and services to residents, they also have a number of key projects many of which are high-profile (e.g.
Velodrome, Main Street Grade Separation, new Central Fire Station, Hospital Expansion, Long Range
Financial Plan, Education Village etc.).
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Pressure to improve operational efficiency
When asked “How can technology help?” Managers had a common
response - - their staff are absolutely reliant on technology to help
them be as efficient as possible. They identified a strong need for
IT involvement in business process reviews as they feel that some
processes are too manual and the labour required is too intensive.
Some Managers, for example, feel that there is simply too much
data entry and/or paper work.
Increasing demand for document management
There is a consensus about the difficulty of managing records and
email. Everyone mentioned that data retrieval can be difficult and
time consuming. Better methods are needed to manage the lifecycle of information.
Need to track requests
Keeping on top of incoming requests, feedback and
correspondence from residents and Council is a challenge without
a manageable system. These requests come via different contact
methods such as the telephone, counter visits, social media, web
mailboxes, email etc. Currently staff rely on manual processes or
spreadsheets to record and track these correspondences. There is
a general fear of something important “slipping through the
cracks.”
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Need to manage infrastructure
Fleet and Infrastructure maintenance systems are high priorities for the Engineering department.
There is a strong need to capture and manage the data for roads, pavement, sewers, signs, bridges,
traffic etc. Finance also needs to manage the capital life cycle of these assets.
IT as advisor
Clearly departments are looking to IT to help them identify and achieve operational efficiencies. As
part of this they have asked for more research assistance and training. They are asking IT to help
them understand what’s out there that they may leverage to become more efficient and effective. The
need for additional technical training was also mentioned. There is a desire by staff to better
understand and make the most of the systems they use on a daily basis.
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We offered Town of Milton Councilors an opportunity to provide feedback with regards to their technology
needs to perform their duties as a Councilor via a four question survey available from July 23rd through to
August 3rd. There were four responses submitted, the results of which were consistently in line with the
values and philosophies identified throughout the strategic planning process.
Councilors identified the Town of Milton website as an important source for timely and accurate information
and services for themselves as well as the public. Open data initiatives, establishing a social media presence
and mobile applications were listed as new services that would be beneficial to their constituents. We will
continue to explore these areas of interest as well as investigate the potential of collaborating with our
partners to move forward and address high-value opportunities.
Email communications were indicated as being integral to their functions, with mobile service delivery an
increasing need. IT will continue to work on best practices and policies to support this need.
Councilors have a requirement to manage their individual online presences through social media outlets,
forums and polls. Such external services lie outside of our support capabilities, but we can certainly
facilitate their use through recommending best practices.
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Ensuring that IT is proactive while driving innovation and creativity in its efforts, reflecting the Town’s
demographic trend towards youth and technical proficiency will be one of our greater challenges according
to Councilors.
It will be important to maintain the relevancy and availability of content on the website while delivering new
services such as online voting. As part of our strategy, IT has made a commitment to investigate
new/emerging technologies and plan accordingly to provide secure and innovative solutions for residents to
access data and interact with Town services. We are already in the process of improving the services
available at Town facilities such as the publicly available Wi-Fi service, and will reevaluate their effectiveness
and use on an ongoing basis.
Based on the overall results of the Council Needs Assessment, we can see that the IT strategic directions as
derived from the other stages of the strategic planning process align with the needs of the Town of Milton’s
Council members to be able to serve their constituents more effectively.
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The results of the User Needs Assessment, Council Survey and SWOT Analysis were grouped into two
categories: Citizen Services and Business Transformation. At a high level, these two categories represent
our strategic directions that will ultimately lead to the achievement of our stated goals as defined by our
customers and stakeholders.

Citizen Services is comprised of goals related to online services, social media and customer
contact management. Specifically, the direction is about using technology to enhance the access to and
delivery of municipal services to benefit citizens. More importantly, it aims to help strengthen the Town’s
drive toward effective governance and increased transparency.

Business Transformation is comprised of goals related to enterprise infrastructure
management, content management, mobility management, applications and professional services.
Business transformation is achieved by aligning the areas of people, processes and technology more
closely with the Town’s strategy and vision.
IT is part of most innovations and transformations today. We need to understand the business strategy and
align it with the IT strategy. At the same time, IT must be an advisor / strategic partner to the organization,
outlining the opportunities IT systems provide to innovate Town business.
Our basic assumption is that IT should be part of all aspects of innovation in the Town, as it is almost
guaranteed that software and hardware will play a part in some shape or form.
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ONLINE SERVICES
Residents of Milton want municipal services to be available at their convenience (evenings and weekends) which is
what they have come to expect in their dealings with the private sector. To this end, the Town has provided online
services for several years. The Town will continue to improve existing services and offer new online applications
such as Internet voting and dog tags. These service delivery improvements will result in increased customer
satisfaction, better service integration and will maximize customer choice and convenience.

GOAL
To improve / enhance online
services for our residents

OBJECTIVES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Key Performance Indicators

•
•

Implement an Internet voting application in time for the 2014 election
Provide the ability for residents to renew dog tags online
Improve the online burn permits application to make it easier to use
Work with Engineering on providing parking enforcement officials with
hand held units in order for them to better manage online parking
considerations
Develop an open data catalog for software developers to use to create
applications for smart phones / devices
Upgrade the external web GIS to be compatible with newer browser
technology
Investigate the feasibility of providing mobile delivery of Milton.ca and
Miltonthiswayup.ca
Implement online HR recruitment tools
Implement an online comment system on the Town’s website for
residents to leave the Town feedback
Number of online transactions/applications for the services provided
Public satisfaction level of online services
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SOCIAL MEDIA
Social media is today’s dominant method for creating and sharing information. The Town is leveraging social
media into its overall communications strategy to supplement traditional channels of outreach and education.
The opportunities of using social media are great ranging from increasing participation in programs to emergency
management (i.e. getting the information out quickly).

GOAL
To provide Departments with the
technical tools and training to
enable them to utilize social
media to reach out and inform
and engage our residents

Key Performance Indicators

OBJECTIVES
•
•
•
•

•
•

Engage and educate youth on fire safety and prevention
Provide timely information to residents on Town programs, services and
service disruptions
Provide information on emergency planning and communications in the
event of an emergency
Monitor public opinion

Citizen’s feedback on the effectiveness of using social media for
Town’s services
Number of requests for social media access fulfilled
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CUSTOMER CONTACT MANAGEMENT
A Customer Contact Management System (CCMS) will provide Town staff with a highly effective and efficient way
to log customer and stakeholder requests and feedback that can be accessed at a moment’s notice. Staff can view
each past interaction with customers, when it took place and the content of emails or phone calls. This will allow
staff to follow-up on customer concerns faster and more efficiently.

GOAL
To implement an application to
better manage and respond to
resident, business and Council
inquiries

OBJECTIVES
•
•
•
•

Key Performance Indicators

•
•
•

Track customer and Council correspondence, complaints, suggestions
etc.
Consolidate comments in a central repository
Use metrics to track service levels / monitor staff performance (i.e. time to
issue resolution)
Track the action / response taken

Customer satisfaction level (e.g. volume of suggestions, complaints,
inquiries)
Average response time by department
Number of customer and stakeholder requests and feedback received
and tracked by departments
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ENTERPRISE INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGEMENT
Enterprise infrastructure is the technology backbone. It encompasses servers, databases, storage devices,
communication network components, environmentally controlled rooms, backup power provisioning, performance
monitoring, automated controls, virtual services and failsafe systems. Implementing and maintaining a sound
infrastructure is critical to the success of all other applications and services IT provides.

GOAL

OBJECTIVES

To continue to provide a
secure, cost-effective, highly
reliable, and scalable
enterprise infrastructure that
supports the Town’s evolving
technology and business
capacity requirements

•
•
•
•
•
•

Key Performance Indicators

•
•
•

Leverage the high quality, cost effective capacity provisioning and ease of
management features available in the Town’s VMWARE virtual server
infrastructure environment
Upgrade, maintain, and size the Microsoft and Oracle database
infrastructure components to levels required to support the applications
relying on their services
Expand the use of active directory / single sign-on for user application
security and logon management
Perform regular testing and verification of infrastructure redundancy and
backup systems
Proactively monitor infrastructure components performance and implement
performance improvements as needed
Implement security measures to comply with standards such as the
Payment Card Industry (PCI)

Ratio of physical servers to virtual servers
Compare Town’s version and patch levels to vendor recommended levels
Number of applications moved to single sign-on
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES – BUSINESS SYSTEMS
The Business Systems Team is available to assist town staff in their efforts to improve processes and use of
technology. Their role is to understand and document the current business processes, cooperatively investigate
alternatives, facilitate approval processes, and coordinate testing and implementation.

GOAL

OBJECTIVES

To transform the manual,
paper, and outmoded
business processes in the
Town by implementing crossdepartmental integrated
business solutions

•
•
•
•
•
•

Key Performance Indicators

•
•
•

Encourage our business partners to collaborate with us before turning to
outside consultants
Incorporate automation into business processes to improve the efficiency
and effectiveness of our business partners
Assist in transforming information into a usable form for decision making,
coordinating workflows, and solving other business issues.
Ensure that proposed solutions consider upstream and downstream
process impacts so that cost benefit considerations reflect the true total
impact to the Town
Verify that any proposed technology solutions meet or exceed security,
quality, cost, and support best practices
Ensure that project proposals submitted for budget approval have sufficient
upfront research and support documentation for decision makers to make
an informed decision
Project post implementation reviews
Number of successful projects completed
Cost benefit project savings
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ENTERPRISE CONTENT MANAGEMENT
Enterprise Content Management (ECM) is an umbrella term covering document management, web content
management, records management and digital asset management (work-flow management, capture and scanning).
ECM is the strategies, methods and tools used to capture, manage, store, preserve and deliver content and
documents related to organizational processes. ECM manages the life-cycle of information from the initial creation
through archival and eventually disposal.

GOAL

OBJECTIVES

To make Town staff more
efficient by leveraging
existing ECM tools to improve
workflow processes and make
information easier to retrieve

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Key Performance Indicators

•
•
•

Improve the process for retrieving and managing digital files, drawings,
maps and plans (new and legacy)
Better integration between GIS and the as-built drawings inventory
Implement more automated workflow processes to gain efficiencies
whenever possible (e.g. incident management, bid checklist, and HR forms)
Implement an application to track agreements, leases, bylaws, amendments,
agendas, minutes, reports, FOI requests, common libraries, projects
Implement an application to track municipal consents and road cuts (site
alteration permits, entrance permits, etc.)
Improve process for archiving / accessing archived email
Improve lifecycle management of historical database records

User feedback on improvements to workflow process and retrieving
information
Number of manual processing reduced
Number of redundant and aged files reduced
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ENTERPRISE MOBILITY MANAGEMENT
Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM) is the set of people, processes and technology focused on managing the
increasing number of mobile devices and wireless networks to enable broad use of mobile computing in a
business context. This is an emerging discipline within the Town which has become increasingly important due to
a mobile workforce that requires access to their business applications.

GOAL

OBJECTIVES

To enable staff to have the
flexibility / capability to
perform their job function and
provide services seamlessly
anywhere, anytime

•
•
•
•
•
•

Key Performance Indicators

•
•
•

Investigate mobility options to increase portability (e.g. Building Inspectors,
Bylaw Officers, Fire Prevention, Engineering and Community Services
Inspectors)
Provide the Fire Department with the ability to access FDM in their fire
vehicles
Expand the Bring-Your-Own-Device (BYOD) program to include
tablets/notebooks
Develop policies and a funding model around BYOD
Further roll out of XenDesktop to enable staff to access their work desktop
anywhere, anytime
Investigate the feasibility of implementing mobile applications for some
programs

Satisfaction level of mobile devices users
Number of Town’s services provided through mobile devices
Number of Town staff using mobile devices for business
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ENTERPRISE APPLICATIONS
Town staff rely on a number of municipal software applications to assist them in service delivery and running the
day-to-day business functions of the Town. These applications are continually upgraded to the latest versions to
maintain performance and functionality. New features are added from time-to-time as required. Data is being
continuously collected in all systems as the Town grows in residents and infrastructure.

GOAL

OBJECTIVES

To maintain and enhance the
Town’s Enterprise
Applications as required to
achieve maximum efficiencies
and excellence in service
delivery

GIS – Geographic Information System
• Enable Community Services to perform demographic analysis by linking GIS to
the CLASS customer database
• Provide better integration of GIS with AMANDA and Vailtech to help tax
determine the type of property and what has been assessed versus what taxes
have been collected
• Mobile data collection of culverts, signs, trees, hydrants and pre fire planning
information
• Provide ongoing refresher training to staff to enable them to better serve their
customers
CLASS – Point-of-Sale, Facility Booking and Program Registration System
• Executive services need the ability to sell souvenirs using CLASS. This will be
extremely important during the Pan American games
• Implement the CLASS inventory module
• Expand the CLASS econnect environment to prepare for growth in program
registrations
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ENTERPRISE APPLICATIONS
Town staff rely on a number of municipal software applications to assist them in service delivery and running the
day-to-day business functions of the Town. These applications are continually upgraded to the latest versions to
maintain performance and functionality. New features are added from time-to-time as required. Data is being
continuously collected in all systems as the Town grows in residents and infrastructure.

GOAL

OBJECTIVES

To maintain and enhance the
Town’s Enterprise
Applications as required to
achieve maximum efficiencies
and excellence in service
delivery

AMANDA - Building Permits, Development Tracking, Business Licensing System
• Link the site plans in AMANDA
• Expand the use of AMANDA in all departments to better track development
• Upgrade to Oracle Enterprise in AMANDA
• Develop licensing folders for Lottery and Gaming
mPower (CMIC) – Finance, Payroll, Purchasing and Human Resources System
• Implement Employee Self Service
• Implement Human Capital Management
• Implement etimesheets – also need to provide the ability to schedule part time
staff and be able to track their time
• Expand the Project Management module
• Upgrade the mPower application to version 2010
FMW - Capital and Operating Budget System
• Implement Fund Manager
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ENTERPRISE APPLICATIONS
Town staff rely on a number of municipal software applications to assist them in service delivery and running the
day-to-day business functions of the Town. These applications are continually upgraded to the latest versions to
maintain performance and functionality. New features are added from time-to-time as required. Data is being
continuously collected in all systems as the Town grows in residents and infrastructure.

GOAL

OBJECTIVES

To maintain and enhance the
Town’s Enterprise
Applications as required to
achieve maximum efficiencies
and excellence in service
delivery

FDM – Fire Department Management System
• Upgrade FDM Application to WIN6 Version
• Reduce reliance on paper forms by designing and implementing online FDM
forms
• Replace manual data entry spreadsheet reports by implementing automated
FDM Reports
VAILTECH – Tax System
• Upgrade to the web version of VTAX
• Research the feasibility of implementing the “self-serve” option for tax
certificates

Key Performance Indicators

•
•
•
•

User feedback on ease of applications usage
Availability (e.g. hours per week) of the Town’s applications/services
Number of upgrades performed and number of incidents resulting from
changes
Number of user service requests
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ENTERPRISE APPLICATIONS
Town staff rely on a number of municipal software applications to assist them in service delivery and running the
day-to-day business functions of the Town. These applications are continually upgraded to the latest versions to
maintain performance and functionality. New features are added from time-to-time as required. Data is being
continuously collected in all systems as the Town grows in residents and infrastructure.

GOAL

NEW APPLICATIONS

To maintain and enhance the
Town’s Enterprise
Applications as required to
achieve maximum efficiencies
and excellence in service
delivery

Fluids Management System
• Implement a Fluids Management System for Operations to coincide with the
relocation to their new building
Asset Management
• Implement software solutions over the coming years that support Asset
Management (e.g. Pavement Management, Work Orders, etc.)
AVL/GPS
• Implement an Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) system (typically through the
use of the satellite-based Global Positioning System (GPS)) for real-time vehicle
location tracking (Operations and Transit)
Transit Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS)
• Support anticipated Transit initiatives such as real-time customer information,
automated next stop announcements, scheduling software, etc.
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2013

2014

2015

• To provide Departments with the technical tools and training to enable them
to utilize social media to reach out and inform and engage our residents
• To improve / enhance online services for our residents
• To implement an application in order to better manage and monitor
resident, business and council inquiries

• To enable staff to have the flexibility / capability to perform their job
function and provide services seamlessly anywhere, anytime
• To make Town staff more efficient by leveraging existing ECM tools to
improve workflow processes and make information easier to retrieve
• To maintain and enhance the Town’s enterprise applications as required
to achieve maximum efficiencies and excellence in service delivery
• To transform the manual, paper, and outmoded business processes in the
Town by implementing cross-departmental integrated business solutions
• To continue to provide a secure, cost effective, highly reliable, and
scalable enterprise infrastructure that supports the Town’s evolving
technology and business capacity requirements
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